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Is it possible to live a chic and elegant life if you don't live in Paris, as well as France?Thirty Chic
Days’Inside this book you will find thirty chapters (or 'days') full of joie de vivre posting fun and exciting
methods to provide your ideal chic existence into being. 'Thirty Chic Days' is definitely a warm,
encouraging and fanciful guidebook on living a straightforward and beautiful French-inspired
existence.Through her popular blog howtobechic. Enjoy a large number of delicious no-cost ideas and feel
inspired to uplevel yourself as well as your surroundings within an effortless and enjoyable way.com author
Fiona Ferris provides thousands of women from all around the world with tools and inspiration to raise the
everyday from mundane to magical. Scott’Contents:Day 1 Have a Paris state of mindDay 2 Eat true
foodDay 3 Bathe yourself in mystiqueDay 4 Constitute your eyesDay 5 Create and guard your secret
gardenDay 6 Be your own French auntDay 7 Honour the body with chic movementDay 8 Be beautifully
positiveDay 9 Support your signature charityDay 10 Simplify your life for abundanceDay 11 Adopt a low-
drama way of beingDay 12 Curate your closet enjoy it is your own bijou boutiqueDay 13 Enjoy your
femininityDay 14 Style the life span of your dreamsDay 15 Cultivate serenity and calmness in your lifeDay
16 Develop a sanctuary at homeDay 17 Take exquisite treatment of your groomingDay 18 Little and
oftenDay 19 Socialise in a relaxed mannerDay 20 End up being your own chefDay 21 Inspire yourselfDay
22 Build rest and repose into your daily routineDay 23 Be financially chicDay 24 Live a lifestyle of
luxuryDay 25 Collect contentment in petite measuresDay 26 Make every day magicalDay 27 Embrace
imagination and revel in the benefitsDay 28 Think of your home as if it all were a boutique hotelDay 29
Walk your errandsDay 30 Immerse yourself in sensuous beautyBonus Time Take inspired actionIf you
enjoyed Jennifer L.s ‘! ‘s ‘Forever Chic’ or Shannon Ables’, Tish Jett’Choosing the Simply High-class
Life’, you will like ‘ Rather than daydreaming about running apart to the town of Light, 'Thirty Chic Times'
invites you to put on your French-tinted sunglasses and view your everyday via an enchanting and
motivating filter.Lessons from Madame Chic’
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Life-Changing Outlook I've been waiting around to write this review for awhile now because We wasn't sure
how exactly to express how much this publication impacted my life. I'm quite a long time lover of Fiona's
writing—I remember how sad I was when she took a hiatus from running a blog a few years ago. I'd still
check her blog page every couple of months to observe if she had keep coming back. Her makeup ideas for
me was great because we have the same type of eyes and eye makeup could be a problem. I've highlighted
most of my favorite bits and flip through when I need a few words to inspire me. Someone wrote like having
a cup of tea with a friend. Fiona shares practical ideas for discovering how exactly to live with more bliss
and mindfulness. Wonderful overview of ways to make a chic life I actually was hesitant about purchasing
this until We read a few of the reviews, most of which were very complimentary. Although I browse what
the book was about, I wasn't sure exactly what to anticipate, but I wasn't disappointed. By Memee. Each
chapter, or "day", as the writer has it, covers a topic of life (wardrobe, attitude, budget, etc.) and how we can
all try to end up being our "chic-est" selves, constantly remembering that even though we might not
maintain France, we can be chic French-like ladies, whatever that might mean to us separately. Found most
of the advice pretty commonsensical, but that's hardly a criticism. There were lots of tidbits and suggestions
that I am already integrating into my entire life, and also have already re-read particular "days" that basically
struck a chord with me. That's probably the best compliment I can give to any book such as this. Loved this!.
The title immediately captured me as I have been to Paris twice. I cherished the great ideas motivated from
the author's desire to live such as a stylish French gal in Paris, France. The reserve made me desire to live a
much more beautiful, happy lifestyle.) But the remaining book was fantastic and I could not really put it
down reading! Very fun publication for anyone looking to makeover some or all their life! The only concern
I experienced with the book had been the references to the Universe, that i do not have confidence in. It was
ok. A treat to indulge in Fiona's reserve is a delightful go through to serve as a reminder that it is the
everyday approaches to living that make a grand difference in our overall pleasure. With a devoted
appreciation and love for the French culture, she shares tips that anyone can incorporate to their daily
routine. With thirty chapters, readers can move at a leisurely pace indulging in a single chapter an night
before drifting off to blissful slumber or devour in a day as it is simple to wish to accomplish. Savoring our
days I, too, follow Fiona's blog and have most of her previous books. Her writing tone of voice is strongest
in this newest reserve. Her writing resonates therefore positively, I really believe, because she reminds us
and shows us how exactly to savor all of the ordinary elements of our ordinary times. Read it all in one day
time, which says a whole lot. This was a very fun book that came up as a suggestion when looking .. I
believe I was mostly switched off by all the mention of the "universe". It was a satisfying and thought
provoking browse. I appreciated Fiona's mild design, her desire to live as most effective as she can ( in
addition to her readers) within an authentic budget, and with particular tips she encourages us all to a higher,
positive thought process about all we perform in lifestyle and the attitude we bring to useful activities. She
gives a lot of suggestions about how to live life just like a Parisian. I'm definitely trying to follow her
suggestions on eating as I am working on losing weight and these ideas will liven up my lunch and dinner. I
also like the suggestions on replacing soda with sparkling drinking water...a bad habit I have to break. This
book has taken the beautiful qualities her blogs have and transformed them into this delightful publication I
can convert to whenever I need a pick-me-up or a reminder on how best to end up being my most
fashionable self. (I really believe in Jesus. Inspiration for a Beautiful Life Thirty Chic Days offers a road
map to living a far more beautiful, authentic life. Or in the event that you simply like reading about chic
females and their lifestyle, grab this book because there is a ton of ideas in right here that you will not have
read atlanta divorce attorneys other chic or Francophile book. That is a book I will re-read often. Uplifting
and fun Although not necessarily very "French", this is an encouraging read to add to the genre. Fiona writes
in such a friendly and positive way that it's a joy to learn. Both practical and soothing. However, I will keep
this and examine it again when I need a little pick-me-up. Highly recommend. Most of the information felt



pointless. It offers so many suggestions to make you feel beautiful and in charge of your life.. Found its way
to great condition! Starting over and this is helping. Found its way to great condition! Peace and Practicality
I came across this book extremely pleasant to learn. I found just a couple suggestions somewhat outdated
(and not extremely French, such as for example striving to maintain a pleasant smile on your face for the
most part times). Fiona's voice comes through as a lovely person, and I spent many evenings reading a little
bit at a time, constantly with anticipation, for she has an anxiety-reducing element to her style. To anyone
feeling lost trying to regenerate their femininity, you definitely need to buy this publication because you will
discover just what you need among these 30 times/chapters. I sensed like, you will want to? Audrey
Hepburn is certainly referenced many times in the publication. She leaves us with a sense of peace and sense
of happiness regardless of circumstances. WONDERFUL! Loved this book! I was expecting more for my
money, the price was pretty steep. We all want to be chic - the query is. Fabulous!.? how? Another lovely
book simply by Fiona This is a lovely, inspiring book. Most of the practical suggestions we've probably
heard somewhere before, but let's face it, we can all become reminded how to improve on the mundane, and
elevate jobs to create life more enjoyable. I've nothing to lose. This was a very fun book that came up as a
suggestion when searching for Audrey Hepburn books. Lighthearted read about getting the most out of life
This book had many practical suggestions for getting the most enjoyment out of life everyday. A few of the
suggestions mentioned seemed rather fundamental, however I still required the reminder to really take action
and put into action them. Fiona Ferris offers so many intriguing answers that are fun and easy to try! I read it
once quickly, after that re-read more gradually. This is actually the second of Fiona's books that I have
bought and I'll buy more as they make me experience happy. Five Stars Very Informative. Five Stars Loved
it!
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